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Reading Focus – Using evidence from the text to explain an
answer.
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Vocabulary (from our book and history)
Famine- A famine is when there is a widespread
scarcity of food due to crop failure, population
imbalances or the government. The Great Irish
Famine of 1845-1850 was a time of suffering, misery,
disease, starvation, poverty, eviction, emigration and
death. Over one million Irish people died and two
million emigrated.

Narrative

To be successful when writing
narrative, you need to……
Emigration- Emigration is when someone leaves their
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we will be
learning
own
to seek settlement
elsewhere.
Theabout
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Industrial
Revolution.
atmosphere using descriptive
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devices.
England or North America forever. They had no
-Introduce your characters and tell
choice as conditions in Ireland were appalling.
the reader about them.
Potatoes- Potatoes are a starchy crop grown
-Have a clear opening, build-up,
underground and were a stable food source to Irish
people before The Great Irish Famine. Men used to eat
problem, resolution.
at least 60 potatoes a day; women ate about 45 and
-Have a believable problem.
children ate about 25 a day. Families, in particular
-Show the feelings of your
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Workhouses- Workhouses were built just before the
-Close the story in an effective
Great Irish Famine and were used to house and feed
way.
the poor.
-Written in cohesive paragraphs.
Blight- Blight is a disease that affects plants.
-Use higher level vocabulary
Discoloration, wilting and the death of plants and

Performance Poetry
To be successful when reading a poem, you need to…….
- Use a clear voice.
- Make sure you can be heard.
- Use feeling and expression.
- Use movement and gestures.
- Consider the speed of your delivery.
- Suit the tone of your voice to the meaning of the words.
- Use background music or sounds if needed.
- Follow a rhythm.
- Use different voices for different characters.
- Speak confidently.
- Make eye-contact with the audience.

